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the whole of it, whereas if he relies on a part which can be satisfactorily
and properly distinguished from the rest, he ought to refer to that part
and to that part only. I am full)" conscious of the danger of relying
on part of one whole document .where that document requires the
reading of the whole for the purposes of construction, but there are cases in 5
which you can pick out the particular part upon which you rely, and 'where that
can be done it ought to be done. In the present case, therefore, is the Defendant
really and honestly relying on the entirety of this Specification, which has been
called H? I will take that because it is the one which has been selected as the
strongest instance by the Plaintiff. It appears to me that he is honestly relying 10
on the entirety,

Now the learned Judge has come to the conclusion that, although he is
honestly relying on it, he ought not honestly to rely on it. I do not think that
the Court can settle or determine what is the proper line of defence for a
Defendant. That can only be determined when the whole case has been tried, 15
and I therefore think that the order made by the learned Judge is improperly
made and encumbers the defence of the Defendant. I am conscious that in
coming to that conclusion we seem to be over-ruling, to some extent, the
discretion exercised by the learned Judge, but in so over-ruling his discretion
I base myself very largely upon the conclusion at which he himself arrived, 20
namely, that the Defendant did take honestly into consideration the suggestion
made in chambers, namely, that he should try to give better particulars than he
had then given. The Defendant did accordingly modify his particulars, and
confined some of them, which previously extended to the entirety of the
Specifications, to parts, and having reconsidered the matter at the instance of 25
the Judge, he came to the conclusion that the whole of this Specification was
necessary to his defence. If that be so it appears to me that the learned Judge
was in error in thereupon confining the Defendant to a degree which was in
excess of what the Defendant, after an honest consideration of the objections,
felt to be necessary to his case. I think, therefore, that the appeal must be ao
allowed.

LOPES, L.J.-I have not had the advantage of hearing the whole of this case,
but so far as I have heard it, and having had the portion which took place
before I came into Court "explained to me, I agree with the decision of the other
members of the Court. 35

LINDLEY, .L.J.-We give the Defendant the costs of the adjournment from
chambers and the appeal.

IN. THE SHERIFF COURT OF LANARKSHIRE AT GLASGOW.
Before SHERIFF-SUBSTITUTE GUTHRIE and SHERIFF-PRINCIPA.L BERRY.

IN THE COURT OF SESSION IN SCOTLAND.-SECOND DIVISION. 4:0
Before The LORD JUSTICE CLERK, LORD YOUNG, and

LORD RUTHERFORD CLARK.-March 11th and 12th and June 3rd 1891.

THE LIFEBOAT COMPANY, J~IMITED v. CHAMBERS BROTHERS AND COMPANY.
Patent for lifeboat with collapsible gunlvrlle.-Validity of patent-s-Prior

publication by description in the press, and by eohibition.s--Action of interdict. 45
'-':"Failure oj Pursuer's action.

Letters-patent for a boat suitable for use as a lifeboat uiith. collapsible canvas
gunwale, rendering its stowage easy, were granted in November 1887. In
September and October of that year the Patentee had exhibited such a boat in
the basin at one of the shiJJbuilding yards at Glasgow, at the Royal Albert 50
Docks, London, and at Portsmouth. Invitations were issued to these exhibitions
by the inventor; no precautions uiere taken to procure secrecu, and accounts of
these exhibitions, with a description of the boat exhibited, appeared in the public
press. .
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Held, that these exhibitions and descriptions amounted to prior publication;
and invalidated the letters-patent.

On the 5th of November 1887, Robert Chambers, shipbuilder, and Wiliiani
Liddell, agent, both of No.2, Oswald St., Glasgow, obtained a grant of letters..

5 patent dated 1887, and numbered 15,077, for" improvements in the construction
of lifeboats," theirinvention being the combination in a boat, suitable for use as
a lifeboat, of a lower part or shell or hull constructed of iron, steel, or wood,
or other material, and an upper part of a flexible material attached by its upper
edge to the rail and by its lower edge to the shell or hull, the boat being by

10 preference fitted with water-tight compartments, so that when not in use the
upper part may be folded down, and when in use it may be raised by self-lock..
ing or self-supporting stays; also the use in such a boat of. folding mechanism
made of jointed stanchions and jointed stays for the purpose of enabling the
upper flexible part to be raised or lowered, and fixed or retained in either

15 position, and, further, the employment of the upper rail with rowlocks, all as
described in the said letters-patent.

The Pursuers acquired right to the said letters-patent conform to assigna
tions by the said Robert Chambers and William Liddell, in their favour, dated
respectively the 9th of November 1888, and the 10th of September 1889, and

20 both registered in the Register of Patents on the 13th of September 1889. On or
about May 1889, the Pursuers heard that the Defenders were infringing their
rights by undertaking to construct and deliver to the Fairfield Shipbuilding
and Engineerirlg Company, Limited, Govan, a number of their boats, and that
they were endeavouring to procure other orders. The Pursuers thereupon in.

25 timated the infringement to the Defenders, and requested them to desist, but the
Defenders, according to the statement of the Pursuers, continued to solicit
orders and to construct, sell, and use lifeboats similar to, or in colourable imita
tion of, the lifeboats for which the letters-patent were granted. In particular,
it was said they continued to do so in their place of business at Dumbarton. As

30 the Defenders refused to desist the present action of Interdict was brought in
the Sheriff Court of Lanarkshire at Glasgow, the Sheriff being asked to interdict
and restrain the Defenders by themselves or by others from infringing the said
letters-patent. The Defenders denied infringement, and stated that on the 2nd
of September 1887, three days before the patent was applied for, a boat, con-

35 structed on similar principles, was exhibited in the basin of the shipbuilding
yard of Messrs. D. &: W. Henderson, shipbuilders, Glasgow, before a number of
Board of Trade officials, shipowners, and others, and that the construction of
the boat had been fully described at that time in the Glasgow and Dumbarton
shire newspapers, particularly in the issues of those papers of the 1st of September

40 1887. They also stated that the boat had been exhibited and tried at the Royal
Albert Docks, London, on the 15th of September 1~87, and that a report of the
trial, with a description of the boat, appeared in the newspaper, Invention, of
the 24th of September 1887. The Defenders further stated that the invention had
been anticipated by that of John Gunn, dated the 19th of September 1882, and

45 numbered 4452. They therefore denied that Robert Chambers and William
Liddell were the first and true inventors of the said lifeboat, and they further
averred that the boat was the joint invention of Robert and Hugh James and
William Chambers, the last two being the Defenders in the action. 'The
Defenders therefore pleaded that the invention described in the letters-patent

50 founded on was not novel at the date of the application for the same, and was
publicly known and used prior to the said date.

A proof was allowed, and the proof established generally the statements of
the Defenders with regard to the trials at the places named, and that a descrip
tion of the boat had appeared in the Glasgow Daily Herald and North British

55 Daily Mail, i.n the issues of the Ist of September 1887. It was also proved
that a description of the boat had appeared in the Lennox Herald, published
in Dumbarton on the 3rd of September 1887, and that other descriptions of the
boat appeared in Invention of the 24th of September 1887, and Lennox Herald
of the 15th of October 1887. After a hearing before the Sheriff-Substitute

14436 3 H 2
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(Mr. G~/;thrie), he repelled the defences, and found that the Defenders had
infringed the Pursuers' patent, and therefore granted interdict as craved. 'I'he
grounds of his opinion were stated in the note which he subjoined to his
interlocutor, which was as follows :-

" The Pursuers-who are in right of Messrs. Chambers anu Liddell, the original 5
" Patentees-claim to be Patentees of an invention for constructing lifeboats in
" such a way as to allow of their being stowed on the deck of a sea-going ship in
" a limited space, and the method consists in the combination of a lower part or
" shell or hull, constructed of iron, steel, wood, or other material, and an upper
" part formed of a flexible material attached by its upper edge to a rail and by its 10
" lower edge to the shell or hull, as described and shewn in drawings. Their
" Specification, which is dated the 5th of November 1887, also claims the use of
" folding mechanism of jointed stanchions and jointed stays for enabling the
" upper flexible part of the boat to be raised or lowered and fixed or retained in
" either position. The combination of a rigid shell with flexible sides seems 15
"to be the main invention, and the mechanism is claimed as a subordinate
" combination or appendage which the inventor was bound to give to the public
" in order to show the means of working his invention.

" The Respondents plead that the letters patent are void in respect (1) of prior
" publication; (2) of insufficient description in the Specification; (3) that they 20
" were joint-inventors with Robert Chambers, one of the Petitioners' granters.

" It is enough, I think, to dispose of the last contention, that the Respondents
" allowed the Petitioners to obtain their patent, working in their employment,
" and having been all along aware of the proceedings of their brother Robert, and
" taking no steps to assert their own rights for a year after the first patent had 25
" been obtained; that they admit that the original idea was that of their brother
" Robert; and that while they claim to have had a share in the production of the
" complete lifeboat, by taking part in repeated discussions with him during the
"construction of the model, they indicate no one particular or improvement
"which any of them was the first to suggest. In short, they can adduce no ao
" evidence whatever in support of their claim except their own vague and general
" assertions, while all the surrounding facts and oircumstances speak against them.

" The prior publication, on which the Respondents found, consists of publica
". tions of accounts of the invention in the Glasqoio Herald and other periodicals,
" in connection with experimental trials made at Partick and London, and of the 35
"disclosure to the public made at those trials themselves, The Pursuers also
" referred to the patent of John Gunn (19th September 1882), for guard rails for
" fishing boats, as shewing that there is no novelty in Robert Chambers' invention.
" This last point was not, I think, pressed, or, indeed, mentioned in debate, and,
" looking to the purpose of Gunn's patent, and the absence of a canvas side in it, 40
" it can only be regarded as exhibiting a certain similarity to the means by which
~, the petitioner's invention is carried into effect, and not as anticipating in any
" way his combination and his application of it.

" The question, whether Robert Chambers excluded. himself from the benefit
" of patenting his contrivance by the exhibitions made at Partick and London, is 45
" in my view a very narrow and delicate question, and it is only with difficulty
" that I am able to sustain the validity of the patent. I do so because I do not
" think that those who are assailing the patent have satisfactorily proved that all,
"or any, who witnessed the experiments or trials, were thereby made so
"acquainted with the construction of the vessel that they could have built 50
" one similar. I confess, hcwever, that I am doubtful of this fact, and that the
" trials, especially the don ble trials in Partick and London, are more like
"advertisements than experiments, Even so regarded, however, it may be
" admitted that an advertisement is not necessarily a disclosure to the public of
" the idea and method of carrying out a new invention. It is clear that the 55
" descriptions in the public prints do not disclose the nature of the invention in
" the sense necessary to defeat the patent.

" The objection to the Speeification, viz., that it fails to explain that the rail
" must be broken or flexible towards the bow and stern, is not in my opinion
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"a good objection. It seems to me that this is a detail into which the
" Specification does not profess, and is not required to go, about a matter which
" an ordinary workman, possessed of knowledge in the trade of shipbuilding,
" might well find out for himself. The Defenders produce a model which they

5 "claim to have made in strict conformity to the Specification, and perhaps it is
"so. But this fact only, I think, establishes an omission or ambiguity in the
" patent, not fatal or misleading, but of such a kind as an ordinary shipbuilder
" may, without much difficulty, supply or obviate for himself. I cannot hold
" that a patent, otherwise useful and novel, is to be wrecked for such a defect

10 "in the Specification."
The Defenders appealed to the Sheriff Principal (Mr. Berry), and he,

allowing further proof, on the 15th December 1890, recalled the interlocutor
appealed against and found that the Letters Patent were invalid on the ground
of prior publication of the invention.

15 His note was as follows :-
" The Pursuers, the Lifeboat C0111pany, seek by this action to interdict the

" Defenders, Chambers Brothers and 00., from infringing a patent in right of
" which the Pursuers claim as assignees from Robert Chambers and William
" Liddell, the original patentees. The patent is one for improvements in the

20 "construction of lifeboats, the object of the invention being to enable a large
" number of boats to be carried on board of sea-going vessels in a limited space.
" For this purpose the boat is constructed so as partially to collapse, there being,
" as set forth in the Specification, a lower part or hull of rigid material, and an
" upper part of flexible material attached by its upper edge to a rail, and by its

25 "lower edge to the hull. A folding mechanism is provided, made of jointed
" stanchions and stays, for the purpose of enabling the upper flexible part to be
" raised or lowered and fixed or retained in either position."

" The application for the patent was made on the 5th of November 1887.
" Various defences are stated on behalf of Chambers Brothers and 00. The

30 "only one with which I think it necessary to deal is that embodied in their
" first plea, that' the invention described in the Letters Patent and Specification
" 'founded on was not novel at the date of the application for same, and
" , was publicly known and used prior to said date.' "

" In September 1887 the invention was not provisionally protected. On the
35 "1st of that month a paragraph headed' New Patent Lifeboat' appeared in the

" Glasgow Herald'} giving a description of the boat with various particulars of
" its construction, and intimating that there was to be a trial of it in Glasgow on
" the following day. I t was said, 'the boat is 26 feet long, 7 feet wide, 3 feet
" , 4 inches deep, with a displacement of 11 tons, and gives accommodation to

40 ." 40 people. 'I'he depth of the boat is 14 inches, but above that is a canvas
" 'washboard fitted with galvanised iron stanchions and rails, and hinged
" • to the gunwale of the boat. When lifted up perpendicular the washboard
" 'locks itself into position with self-acting stays.' The notice goes on to give
" further details and concludes that' the new life boat merits inspection.'

45 "The Lennox Herald, a newspaper published at Dumbarton, contains in its
" issue of the 3rd of September a description of the boat in the same terms as
" that in the Glasqoio Herald. As intimated in the notice in the Glasgow
" Herald a test, or (as several witnesses term it) an exhibition of the boat
'" took place on the 2nd of September in the slip dock of Messrs. D. and W.

50 "Henderson, shipbuilders, at the mouth of the Kelvin, the boat having been
" brought up the Clyde for the purpose from Dumbarton, where it had been
"built. What purports to be a description of the trial or exhibition is given
h in the Glasgow Herald of the 3rd of September. The proof shows that
" the boat was filled with about forty men from the shipyard, was rowed up

55 "·and down the basin in presence of a number of spectators, and was rolled
"from side to side to test its stability; and also that full opportunity of
"examining it was given to all who were present, Mr. Liddell says that
"invitations to various persons to witness the trial ·were given by Mr. R.
"Chambers. Certainly no attempt was made to keep it secret. Among those
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" present were officials of the Board of Trade and of the Admiralty, and
" gentlemen connected with or interested in shipbuilding. Several of them
" have peen called as witnesses in the case, and among these Mr. David White,
"a boatbuilder in Glasgow, who appeared as a witness for the Pursuers,
" said, on cross-examination, that after he saw the boat on the Kel vin he would 5
"have had no difficulty in constructing one like it. He says, indeed, that
" he paid a second visit to Messrs. Henderson's dock on the following day, and
" looked at the boat very particularly. But he seems to have done so without
"any special leave being asked for, and apparently without any obligation,
" express or implied, of secrecy. While the boat was in the dock there seems 10
" to have been nothing to prevent any of the workmen or officials in the yard
"froDl examining her and obtaining full particulars as to her construction.
"John M'Culloch, dock foreman, shipwright in Messrs. Henderson's yard,
" says that the boat lay in the yard for one, if not two days, that they gave
" her some small repairs, and that while she was there everybody had. an 15
" opportunity of examining her who cared to look at her. Subsequently the
" boat was removed to London, and there a second exhibition of a similar
" nature to that in the Kelvin took place in the RO~Tal Albert Dock on the
"15th of September, when different scientific men and representatives of the
" Board of Trade and the Admiralty were present. 1\11". Liddell gives as a 20
"reason for this pnblic exhibition (as he terms it) in London, that 'we
" 'thought it desirable to do so there, because it was in the centre of the
" 'kingdom, the centre where we could work from, the Board of Trade and
" 'the Admiralty being both in London, and their chief surveyors, and so
" 'on.' An account of the exhibition, with a statement of the dimensions of 25
"the boat and other particulars, similar to those previously given in the
" Glasqoio Herald, appeared in the newspaper Iniieniion of the 24th of
"Septemb~r. Mr. Cruickshank, a patent agent, who was examined for the
" Defenders, says that from the description in Invention he could make a boat
" with collapsible sides, although it might not be similar to the model of the 30
" Pursuers' boat. Evidence much to the same effect with reference to the in-
" formation to be obtained from the description in the Glasgow Herald is given
" by Mr. Mitchell, a shipbuilder in Glasgow, who was called-as a witness for the
"Pursuers. Such ~ generally was the position in which the evidence as to
" publication of the invention prior to the application for a patent stood when 35
" the case was before the Sheriff-substitute. It seems to me difficult to say
" that, as the case was then presented, there was not shown to have been such a
" publication as was sufficient to deprive the invention of novelty, and invalidate
" the patent subsequently obtained. In that view it. was perhaps unnecessary
"to have further evidence taken. My attention, however, was called to a 40
" question which had been put to Mr. R. Chambers on cross-examination on
" behalf of the Defenders, as to whether there had been further trials of the
" boat in addition to those at Glasgow and at London. There was not in the
" pleadings an averment of any such additional trials having taken place, and
" the question was disallowed by the Sheriff-substitute. By Section 29 of the 45
" Patent Act of 188a, there is a general provision that, in support of a plea of
" want of novelty, the time and place of the previous publication relied on
" must be stated; but, at the same time, the court is clothed with a discretion
"to allow evidence beyond the particulars in the pleadings. See as to
"the effect of the Statute in this respect, Britain v. Hirsch, 5 Rep., 50
"Pat. Cas., 226. I was pressed on behalf of the appellants, both at the
" first hearing of the Appeal on the 30th of May, and again at the adjourned
"hearing on the 24th of November (the case having lain over at the
" request of parties with a view to a possible settlement); to allow evidence
" of further trials prior to the application for the patent to be taken, and in 55
" particular I was asked to admit evidence in support of a trial said to have
" taken place at Portsmouth. On consideration I came to be of opinion that, as
" there could DO longer be any suggestion of surprise, the additional evidence
" asked for ought to be allowed. Accordingly I had a meeting with the parties
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" on the 28th of November, and told them I had come to that conclusion. It
"appeared that Mr. R. Chambers, to whom the question disallowed by the
" Sheriff-substitute had been put at the proof, was unable, through illness, to
"come to Glasgow to give further evidence. Commission, therefore, was

5 "granted on the 2nd of December to take his examination at Dumbarton,
"where he lived; and further to take evidence directed to the same point
" from Mr. Hugh Chambers, who also lived there. The additional evidence thus
" obtained confirmed the view I had already formed regarding the question of
" prior publication. Mr. R. Chambers was referred to a newspaper paragraph

10 "in the Lennox Herald of the 15th of October 1887, professing to give an
"account of a 'testing' of the boat in the previous week in the Admiralty
"Dockyard at Portsmouth, and he said that the account was, as far as he
"recollected, correct; the boat is stated to have been tested in presence of
,; 'certain officials of the dockyard whose names are given. She was filled with

15 h forty men from the dockyard, was tried in various ways, and in some
" respects, as Mr. R. Chambers puts it, the trial was more practical than the
" previous trials at Glasgow and London.

" The conclusion, to which a consideration of the evidence as a whole seems
" to me to point, is, that there was such a publication of the invention prior to

20 "the application for a patent as to strike at the validity of the subsequent
"patent. 80 far from any attempt being made to keep the invention secret,
" pains were taken to exhibit it in different parts of the kingdom to persons
" whose approval and patronage were likely to be valuable. It also appears
" from the evidence that, from the newspaper descriptions and the exhibitions

25 "which took place, persons moderately skilled in boat building would have
" been able to make a practical use of the invention by constructing a collap
" sible boat similar to that for which a claim is made in the Specification. In
" these circumstances the patent must, I think, be held to be invalid."

The Pursuers thereupon brought the case to the Court of Session upon
30 Appeal, and it was heard before their Lordships of the 2nd Division on the

11th and 12th of March 1891.
Johnston "and Salvesen (instructed by Alexander M01 l1ison , S.S.C.) appeared

for the Pursuers and Appellants; Dickson and Ure (instructed by Martin and
1JJcGlashan, S.8.C.) for the Defenders and Respondents.

35 It was argued for the Pursuers that, the Pursuers had established the validity
of their patent. No doubt the boat had been exhibited to a few persons on
three separate occasions, but that was only for the purpose of testing it, and
there had been no such publication as would have enabled an ordinary skilled
workman to make the boat after seeing it, or after reading the newspaper

40 reports that had described it, unless indeed he had been employed in the
Patentees' own workshop. The members of the Defenders' firm could no
doubt make the boat from these descriptions, because they had been in the
Patentees' workshop, but no 011e had appeared to say that after merely seeing
the exhibitions and the descriptions of the boat he could construct the life-

45 boat from the exhibition or description alone. Therefore there had been no
such prior publication as would invalidate the Patent. The newspaper
accounts did not come up to publication to the world by description, and 'the
exhibitions did not amount to "user." There was no publication to the world
involving anticipation of the patent. All the witnesses said that the description

50 in the newspapers was insufficient 'to enable them to make the boat. Prior
user was but another form of publication, but in order that there should be
anticipation there must be "user," and not merely exhibition. You may have
exhibition by publication and you have it by "user." By publication is
meant some letterpress description. Exhibition per se is neither one thing

55 nor the other, and certainly does not amount to anticipation in the legal sense.
[Lord RUTHERFORD CLARK.-Suppose the thing is exhibited and its con
struction is absolutely well known to any .man of ordinary intelligence, will
that not be publication?] It could not be maintained that it was not. [Lord
RUTHERFORD CLARK.-Then publication is something more than mere letter.·
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press publication?] Experimental use is not such a use as would amount to
publication. The exhibition must be for exhibition purposes and not for mere
experiment. [Lord YOUNG.-Suppose it were for both?] So long as the
experiment is conducted merely or principally as an experiment, then that does
not amount to that kind of exhibition which is equivalent to publication.- 5
see remarks of Jessel, M.R., p. 567, in PlilnlJton v. Malcolmson (L.R. 3, Ch. D.
531) (Roller Skates), following upon Neilson vs Betts, L.R. 5, H. of L. 1; 3,
Ch. App., pp. 431 to 433; Hill v. Evans, 4 De G.F. and J., 288-31, L.J.
Oh. D. 463; Betts v, Menzies, Clark's H. of L. Cases 1.17; Stoner v.
Todd, L.R. 4, Chi D. 58; Lewis v, J.lIarling, 1 Webster's Patent Cases, 493. 10
In re Adamson's Patent, 29 L.J., Ch. 456, there had been not merely testing but
complete dedication to the public-contrast Bentley v. Fleming, 1 Carrington
and Kirwan, 587, and Netvall v, Elliot, 27 L.J., C.P. 337.

It was argued for the Respondents that, it was clear that there had been prior
publication (1) by exhibitions and (2) by descriptions in the public press. 15
'I'hese exhibitions were public exhibitions meant to make the boat known, and
not for the purpose of testing the boat, in different parts of the country.
When the Letters Patent were taken out there was nothing left to communicate
to the public. [Lord R. CLARK.-Would exhibition of the boat in a yard for
public sale be sufficient publication? Are there not authorities putting sale 20
and exhibition on the same level?] We are not aware. [Lord YouNG.-There
must be such exhibition as would publish the thing to the world, It does not
need to be to men, but to anyone man may be quite enough.] ~That is how
the issue was put by Lord Justice Fry. He said that if there was a single
subject Dot under secrecy, who knew of it and could do it, that would be 25
sufficient publication. [Lord R. CLARK.-However scientific?] Yes. [Lord
R. CLARK.-I am not quite sure of that.] Because if a scientific person saw it
he might be able to make it. [Lord R. OLARK.-rrhat is just the point of my
question. A man may invent a thing himself and be cut out of it by a prior
patent for the very same thing which he had invented and the knowledge of 30
which was got in that way.] Suppose a shipbuilder goes and sees it and says,
" I can make that thing," surely that is prior publication? [Lord R. OLARK.-
It may be so, but it is not quite obvious.] A. patent may destroy what is
private property, but it cannot take away public property. [Lord YOUNG.-You
may carry that too far. If you show it to a minister or a lady, that would not 35
invalidate the patent, would it?] I should say that if there is exhibition of
the thing at all, you don't need to enquire who sees it. [Lord YouNG.-Then
you require to affirm your proposition in that way that there has been that
kind of publication of it?] Yes. [Lord R. CLARK.·-Your proposition is that
exhibition to the public is publication of the invention?] Yes. The expression 40
" publication" is somewhat ambiguous. Take the case of Carpenter v. Smitli
where a man had a lock on his gate and no human being had ever seen
the lock, it was there held that there had been prior publication. [Lord R.
CLARK.-That might be public exhibition ·ho,vever. You see the lock was
open to public inspection.] But nobody had seen the lock. [Lord YOUNG.- 45
Then nobody had availed himself of the publication.] [Lord R. OLARK.-Has
the authority of Carpenter v. Smith not been questioned P] No. The
following cases were cited :-Pt'ckard and C1trry v. Prescott, 7 R.P.C. 361,
17 R. 1102. King, Brown, and Co. Brush Electric Light Corporation, Ld.,
7 R.P.C. 436, 17 R. 1266 (which was said to be a much stronger case than 50
the present, inasmuch as the article patented was far harder to make). Betts v.
Neilson, L.R., 3 Ch. App. 431 (Lord Chelmsforti). iuu v. Evans, 3 L.J., Ohan.
457, p. 463. Carpenter v. Smith, 1841, 1 Webster,530. Patterson v, Gas Light
and Coke Comparu), L.R., 3 App. Cases 239. Crousdale v, Fisher, 1 R.P.C., 17.
Philpott v. Hanbury, 2 R.P.O.~ 33 and, 153. Blank v. FootJnan, Pretty, 55
and Co." 1888, 5 R.P.O., 653. Harris Y. RothuJetl, 4 R.P.O., 225, L.R., 35
C.D.416.

Their Lordships made aoizandum and at advising on the 3rd of June
1891.
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The Lord Justice CLERK.-The Complainers here are assignees of a patent
taken out in November 1887, for improvements in the construction of lifeboats,
and the general character of the alleged improvements was the construction of
a lower part or shell or hull, constructed of iron, steel, wood or other material,

5 and an upper part formed of a flexible material attached Ito a rail, and by its
lower edge to the shell or hull. A folding mechanism was provided, made of
jointed stanchions and stays, for the purpose of enabling the upper flexible part
to be raised or lowered and fixed, or retained in either portion, with a view to
easy stowage on to a ship when not in use, and a high gunwale when in the

10 water. The canvas gunwale when raised enabled the boat, though light and
easily stowed, to keep out the. water.

The Complainers seek to interdict the Defendants from making such a boat
without leave or licence from them.

The Respondents state various pleas in law, and they attack the validity of
15 the Complainers' patent on various grounds.

It is, in the view which I take of the case, only necessary to consider one of
these grounds, viz., whether the invention which the Complainers found upon
was published to the world before the patent for it was taken out.

The case, I may say in passing, is a lamentable one, for it is being fought
20 between relatives who appear to be all interested in the general success of

the invention, which seems to be a useful one, and has been adopted by some
of the Cornpanies which have fleets of ocean going steamers. They were urged
by' the Court to endeavour to settle the case but they have not come to an)'
agreement, and the result is that I fear whltever good there may be in the

25 invention will now fall to the public without any change whatever, to the loss
of both parties. That is to be regretted, but we cannot help it. The parties
must suffer for their own obstinacy.

The history of the case is shortly this. While the patent was taken out on
the 5th of November 1887, two months before, i.e., in September, there appeared

30 ill Glasgow and in other places public announcements in the newspapers which
gave a general and perfectly clear description ofthe Complainers' boat. I am
not sure that, reading these accounts, a person of intelligence could not have
made a boat without the Specification. But that was not all which was done,
because these announcements had the effect of attracting the public to the place

35 where the boat was to be exhibited; and undoubtedly the evidence shows that
the boat was exhibited to the public in the Kel vin, near Glasgow. There was
no concealment attempted, and indeed the exhibition was not of the nature of a
trial, but rather of the nature of an exhibition to many persons. But, further,
the boat after trial lay in the yard for several days for all and sundry to see and

40 examine it as they liked.
The boat was openly put upon the train and was taken to London, and there

it was again exhibited in the Royal Albert Dock in the presence of a
number of people and a number of officials, both of the Board of Trade and of
the Admiralty, and an account of that exhibition was duly published in the

45 newspapers. But it did not stop there, for it was taken to Portsmouth, and was
there again exhibited in one of the Royal dockyards. An account of that
exhibition, very similar to the previous ones, also appeared in the public prints
-both the ordinary newspapers and the scientific papers.

Now, my Lords, in these circumstances it appears to me that it is impossible
50 to hold anything else than that prior to the 5th of November, 1887, all that

. was contained-practically contained-in the Specification of the Complainers
was well known by publication-it was no longer an invention which was
not known to the public-and that being so, I think the law is very clear that
you cannot get a good and valid patent for an article or machine the details of

55 which are already known to the public.
My Lords, I think that is sufficient for the disposal of the case. That is the

ground upon which, in the Court below, the case was disposed of, and I see no
ground for altering the judgment at which the Sheriff arrived upon that matter.

Lord YOUNG.-I am of the same opinion. I think there was here prior
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deliberate, repeated osten tatious pu blication, and that the patent therefore can
not be sustained.

I join in the regret that your Lordship has expressed, that the parties did not,
for their own sakes, avail themselves of the opportunity not only given, but
pressed upon them, by the Conrt. 5

LOJ'd RUTHERFORD CLARK.-I agree.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JlTSTICE.-CHA1~CERY DIVISION.

Before Mr. JUSTICE KEKEWICH. June 5th 1891.

T'lHE ARMY AND NAVY CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY, LIMITED v. THE ARMY,

NAVY, AND CIVIL SERVICE CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY OF INDIA, LIMITED. 10

Trade name.s-sAction to restrain £njr£ngeJnent.-Undertak£ng.-Motion for
interlocutoru injunction or to enforce u.ndertalcinq.c-Lnjunction granted.
Order for erasure of stamp.

The A. and N. C. Society, Ld., commenced an action to restrain. the
A.. N. and C. S. C. Society of India, Ld., claiminq an injunction. to restrain. the 15
Defendant» from fusing the name or stamn of A. and N. C. Society, Let, either
u-itli or irithoui " of India," or any other sta/nI} or name so closely resemblinq the
name of the Plaintiffs as to lead to deception, and mooed for an interiocutoru
injunction, It appeared that on certain. corks the Defendants had omitted ror!
of their fl.tll name, usinq the ioords The A. & N. O. Society, Ld., round the edge 20
of' an oval, and the ioords, "of India " in. the middle. The corks were sent out
to India, and SOJne had been. used in. bottle» of ioine. 1 t uias proved that the
full title 0.( the Defendants ioa« put on a capsule, and on a label, iohich. were
placed. on eacli bottle.

Held, that there [vas great probabiliu) of confusion, and an injunction ioas 25
graJ~ted, and it ioas ordered that the slam)? should be erased from the corks
already in fuse.

On the 17th of April 1891, the Arnu) and Navy Co-operatiue Society, Ld.,
of Victoria Street, Westminster, commenced an action against the Armu, Navy,
and Civil Service Co-operative Societu of India, Ld., claiming an injunction to ao
restrain the Defendant Company from using on or in connection with any
goods sold, exported, or supplied by them, the stamp or name of ".A..rmy and
Navy Co-operative Society, Ld.," either with or without the words, "of India,"
or any other stamp or name so closely resembling the name of the Plaintiffs,
and the stamps used by the Plaintiffs on their goods imported to India and 35
elsewhere, as would be calculated to lead the public in India or elsewhere to
suppose that the goods sold, exported, or supplied by the Defendants were
goods sold, exported, or supplied by the Plaintiffs; and from otherwise in any
mariner imitating the name and stamps of the Plaintiffs; and from procuring
or causing any such stamps as aforesaid to be made or attached to, or impressed 40
upon any goods of the Defendants, and from otherwise leading the public in
India or elsewhere, to suppose that the business carried on by the Defendants is
the business of the Plaintiffs. (2) Delivering up of all stamps and dies of the
description mentioned, and the destruction or delivering up of the goods so
stamped, or erasure of the stamps on such goods. 45

The Defendant Company were incorporated in April ISDO, and went to allot
ment in May 18~)O, and in December 1890 they commenced business. The
object of the Defendant Company, of which the registered office was 49, Pall
Mall, London, as set out in their Memorandum of Association, was to carryon
the business of a co-operative society in all its branches in India or elsewhere. 50

It was admitted that the Indian manager of the Defendant Company in
ordering some corks had them marked with the name of the Defendant Com
pany shortened; the mark consisted of the words "rrhe Army and Navy
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